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By the 13th century B.C., Bronze Age Greeks were already using a complex writing system, 

at least for administrative purposes. It is known today as 'Linear B' (to distinguish it from an 

earlier and still undeciphered script 'Linear A'), and it is 'syllabic': each sign stands for a 

whole syllable, rather than for a single letter as in our 'alphabetic' writing. Examples have 

been found at many sites, including places associated with the heroes of Homeric stories, 

such as Mycenae, Thebes, and Pylos. 

 

But Linear B fell out of use with the collapse of the palace organisation that formed the basis 

of Mycenaean society. After a 'Dark Age' of four or five centuries from which no evidence of 

writing survives, literacy was recovered in the 8th century when Greeks began to use an 

adapted form of the alphabet of the Phoenicians (a great trading people, often mentioned 

by Homer, who lived, roughly, in what is now Lebanon). These centuries are precisely the 

period during which the Homeric poems were taking shape, and the introduction of the 

alphabet eventually made it possible for them to be written down. 

 

Later, many Greeks were aware that their own alphabet was of Phoenician origin, but there 

was much uncertainty about when it had been introduced. Herodotus and others associated 

it with Cadmus, a legendary Phoenician who was widely believed to have emigrated to 

Greece several generations before the Trojan War. But the Jewish author Josephus, who 

wrote in Greek around the end of the 1st century A.D., says: 

 

The Greeks learnt the nature of letters late and with 

difficulty. Those who want to make their use of them 

very ancient boast of their having learnt them from 

Phoenicians and Cadmus. But nobody could show any 

writing preserved from that period, either in sanctuaries 

or in public records. There has been a lot of doubt and 

debate as to whether even those who campaigned 

against Troy so many years later made use of writing, 

and the prevailing opinion holds that they were ignorant 

of the use of letters as it exists today. 

 

He goes on to point out that no Greek writing is older than the poetry of Homer, who 

obviously lived later than the Trojan war. 

 

And they say that not even he left his own poetry in 



writing, but that it was preserved by memory from songs 

and put together afterwards. 

 

Homer versus Old Testament 

 

Josephus has an axe to grind here. He wants to take the conceited Greeks down a peg or 

two by claiming that their real knowledge of the past is not so ancient as that of his own 

people, the Jews. But he scores a fair point: certainly the contrast between the Homeric 

poems and the Old Testament is striking. In both cases we are dealing with books known to 

have been written down in the first millennium B.C. but which include descriptions of 

persons and events set in a remoter period. The Old Testament nowhere refers to the origin 

or invention of writing, but the practice of it is assumed to have existed since the time of 

Moses, not later than about the 13th century. The book of Exodus describes God's 

commandments as being given to Moses in the form of written tablets of stone, and fairly 

widespread literacy is presupposed in Deuteronomy, in which Moses himself writes a new 

version of the Law. We hear of a scribe at the court of King David around 1000 B.C., and, still 

in the 10th century, the wicked queen Jezebel (herself a Phoenician!) writes and sends out a 

circular letter purporting to be from her husband. 

 

The main part of the book of Isaiah comes from precisely the same period as that in which 

most scholars place Homer, the second half of the 8th century B.C., and its author describes 

himself as using writing tablets. Jeremiah, in the following century, tells how a scroll was 

written down from his own dictation, destroyed by the king against whom its prophecies 

were directed, and written down a second time. 

 

(Bible Buffs may enjoy hunting chapter and verse for the above references; answers inside 

the back cover; no prizes.) 

 

Illiterate heroes 

 

Homeric tradition contrasts sharply with all this. The poet tells us nothing about any written 

form of his work, and the heroes portrayed in the Iliad and the Odyssey are apparently 

illiterate. Warriors at Homer's Troy do not write or receive letters of any kind, nor do they 

keep written muster-rolls of their troops. The palaces of Odysseus in Ithaca or of Alcinous in 

Scheria have no scribes of the kind that we know must have written the Linear B tablets 

found at the 'palace of Nestor' in Pylos and other Mycenaean Greek sites. Odysseus himself 

is presented to us by Homer as the craftiest and most intelligent of the Greek heroes – if any 

of them could read and write, surely he could. Yet he appears to be as illiterate as the rest. 

 

The best illustration of this occurs in Iliad 7 where the heroes, Odysseus among them, draw 

lots to decide who will fight Hector in single combat. They are all eager to do so, and each 



man marks his klēron – a pebble, piece of wood, or something similar – before placing it in 

Agamemnon's helmet. The bystanders pray to the gods for a successful outcome. Nestor, 

who had proposed this way of deciding the issue, shakes the lots round until ... 

 

... out jumped the lot the men were all hoping for, 

Ajax's. A herald carried it all through the gathering, 

and showed it, moving from left to right, to all the 

leading men of the Achaians. And each one of them in 

turn did not recognise it and denied it. But when the 

herald came, as he carried it all through the gathering, 

to the one who had put his mark on it and dropped it into 

the helmet, glorious Ajax, he put out his hand, and the 

herald stood in front of him and placed the lot in his 

hand: he saw the mark on the lot and recognised it, and 

felt joy in his heart. 

(Iliad 7. 182-9, translated by Martin Hammond) 

 

Notice that only Ajax recognises the mark (sēma) as being his own; the rest simply know 

that it does not belong to them. This is unlike the Old Testament incident in Numbers 

chapter 17 when Moses makes each of twelve 'rods' identifiable by inscribing on it a tribe's 

name. The use of that kind of developed writing is unknown to Homer's heroes. 

 

By contrast, later classical authors are quite happy to project their own knowledge of writing 

back into the heroic age. For them the origins of writing were in the dim and distant past: if 

the alphabet had been introduced in the time of Cadmus, long before the Trojan War, then 

there was no reason to make the heroes illiterate. We find Agamemnon in a fragment of a 

play by Sophocles being urged to check from a written list whether any of those who had 

sworn to join the Trojan expedition were absent. And Euripides in Iphigeneia in Aulis 

represents Agamemnon as writing letters to his wife Clytemnestra at Mycenae. Likewise 

writing is important in the story of Palamedes (not found before the 5th century): Odysseus 

hated him, and deceitfully brought about his downfall by 'planting' a forged letter in his 

tent. 

 

Murder by telegraph 

 

Of such stories Homer tells us nothing. The only reference he has to anything that looks like 

literacy is in Iliad 6, where the Lycian hero Glaucus gives an account of his ancestry to 

Diomedes. He mentions how his own grandfather Bellerophon was the innocent victim of 

royal deceitfulness but eventually emerged triumphant. It is an intriguing story: 

 

 



The god granted Bellerophontes beauty and all that is 

lovely in manhood. But Proitos intended him harm, and 

drove him out of the land of the Argives – his was the 

greater power, since Zeus had subjected Bellerophontes 

under his kingship. Proitos' wife, godlike Anteia, had 

become mad with desire to lie with him and make secret 

love: but the good Bellerophontes had a virtuous heart, 

and she could not seduce him. She then spoke lyingly to 

king Proitos: "Die yourself Proitos, or kill Bellerophontes! 

He has tried to lie with me in love against my 

will." So she spoke, and anger took hold of the king at 

what he had heard. He shrank from killing him – awe of 

that touched his heart and he could not – but he sent him 

away to Lycia, and sent with him signs of disastrous 

meaning, many lethal marks that he wrote in a folded 

tablet, and told him to show them to his father-in-law, to 

ensure his death. 

 

So Bellerophon made the long journey to Asia Minor, where the king, Anteia's father, 

entertained him lavishly for nine days. 

 

But when rosy-fingered dawn appeared on the tenth day, 

then he began to question him, and asked to see the 

token that he brought with him from his son-in-law 

Proitos. Then when his son-in-law's cruel token was in 

his hands, he first of all told Bellerophontes to kill the 

Chimaira, a creature none could conquer, born of gods, 

not of men: she was a lion in front, a snake behind, and a 

goat in the middle, and her fearful breath was a blast of 

blazing fire. 

(Iliad 6. 15670, 175-82, Hammond's translation) 

 

The king intended, of course, that the monstrous Chimaira should kill Bellerophon. 

 

What kind of sign? 

 

Clearly some form of writing, i.e. communication between individuals by means of written 

'signs', is an essential element in this story. It is the means whereby Bellerophon conveys to 

Lycia what is intended to be his own death-warrant (like the letter which Uriah takes from 

King David to Joab or the one Claudius gives to Hamlet in Shakespeare's play). He must 

himself remain unaware of the true nature of the document, or he would never deliver it. 



But the Homeric story does not specify whether his ignorance is because the 'folded tablet' 

is sealed or because he is illiterate. 

 

Nor is Homer explicit about what sort of writing he imagined as being used here. Some 

commentators have suggested that he has anachronistically ascribed to the heroic past a 

knowlege of alphabetic writing with which he was familiar in his own experience. Others 

have speculated whether the 'signs of disastrous meaning' – sēmata lugra – might have 

been some form of picture-writing, or perhaps even signs in a syllabic script such as Linear A 

or B, dimly remembered from the Bronze Age. The 'folded tablet' itself may correspond to 

the hinged wooden type widely used in classical antiquity, but a splendid Bronze Age 

example has recently been discovered in a shipwreck of the 14th century B.C. at Ulu Burun, 

on the south coast of Lycia! 

 

Thus the story of Bellerophon could well be much older than Homer and reflect a naive view 

of writing as a set of secret symbols whose interpretation was known to the people 

communicating but enigmatic to others. Writing might even have been thought of as a 

magic process whereby the 'reader' mystically recognised the meaning intended by the 

'writer'. Such an understanding would accord readily enough with other supernatural 

elements in this story – the fire-breathing Chimaera and, in another version, the winged 

horse Pegasus. 

 

In incorporating this material into the Iliad, Homer may deliberately have portrayed Glaucus 

as only vaguely understanding the nature of Bellerophon's tablet. Some of the hero's 

phraseology – sēmata lugra, grapsas, sēma idesthai – is closely paralleled by that used in 

the story of the lots – esēmēnanto, epigrapsas, sēma idōn, though the similarities are 

sometimes obscured in translation. This episode therefore need not be thought inconsistent 

with Homer's general picture of illiteracy among the heroes. 

 

Homer and Literacy 

 

It would be wrong of course to assume that their apparent illiteracy implies that the poet 

was himself illiterate. Homer is nothing if not imaginative, and even if he lived in a literate 

world himself, his imagination would have been more than equal to re-creating a world 

without letters if he felt that to be appropriate. 

 

At the same time, the extent of literacy in the 8th century B.C. was, on present evidence, 

very limited indeed. We simply do not know how or when writing first came to be applied to 

the tradition of oral poetry which Greek singers had developed over the preceding centuries 

and whose language, style and themes Homer inherited. Some scholars believe that the 

introduction of alphabetic writing itself enabled Homer to compose poems of a new length 

and coherence. Others hold to the view that the Iliad and Odyssey belong to the last, highly 



sophisticated phase of what was still essentially an oral tradition of poetry, developed to an 

unparalleled degree over the centuries of the 'Dark Age'. Both groups recognise increasingly 

that the link between Homer's poems and the introduction and early practice of writing 

cannot be a simple one. 

 

The opinion referred to by Josephus, that the Iliad and Odyssey were 'preserved by memory 

from songs and put together later', is too simplistic a reconstruction of what actually 

happened, but his general point that the Greeks learnt writing late, i.e. at a relatively 

advanced stage in their cultural development, still stands. It is surely one of the major 

factors that account for the unique quality of Homeric poetry. 
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